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Introduction Reasons for the marked improvement in 3-cushion performance I had initially put this question into the introduction of the first edition:



Better material (tables, covers, cushions, balls, cues), especially the replacement of ivory balls with synthetic materials. The availability of higher numbers of tournament billiard tables. The number of players has risen enormously (unfortunately, not in the USA), and competition is known to increase performance. Many start to play much earlier than at 17 or 18, as used to be the case. All train much harder, with top players putting in 4 to 6 hours daily. Professionalism. Nowadays, one can make a living with billiards alone, not necessarily only as a host or operator of a billiard room. Although, a real good income is only made by star players like Ceulemans, Blomdahl, Jaspers, Caudron, Sayginer, etc., while the average professional or semi-professional might only reach the level of a skilled worker or office employee, if that much. The range of the game. Players have generally become more consistent in basic scoring and, as a rule, expect much more precision from themselves. Everything, that can be “made”, really has to be made. One is no longer particularly proud of successfully making a difficult shot, but virtually expects to make it. Top players approach such patterns with the attitude: “This will make!”, whereas the average player, most of the time, only sees the difficulty, and doesn’t give his instincts free reign. The players’ technical abilities (power strokes, etc.) have improved markedly. Patterns. Nowadays all players are familiar with solving difficult, mostly defensive, positions. Many new solutions have been invented or shown to the broader public. Position play. Of course, all players pay attention to it. In some ways, players have moved away again from the attempt to achieve a precise, predetermined position for the first object ball, and for the cue ball to come to rest exactly at the second object ball. The usual position patterns of Vingerhoet and Ceulemans, naturally, are paid attention to. With E. Robin and his 535 patterns, though, it becomes critical. Too extensive and precise position play has shown to lead to poorer, rather than better results, for various reasons. Apparent is the tendency of some top players to stroke with a little extra speed, where final stopping distances of three feet or more between cue ball and second object ball are no rare occasion. Above all, one has to watch out, not to “defend against oneself”. To recognize, when there is a risk for the object balls to stop near the head rail, while
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the cue ball stays in the middle or lower region of the table. The most common prevention: distinct extra speed. Systems. Whether and how many systems are in reality being used by top players varies individually. Many more systems are known today, and they are much more precise. But most top players, aside from the Japanese and the Turkish, have never used as many and comprehensive systems as are often described in books. Every one of them exactly knows all lines, based on talent and years of experience, and has no need for acrobatics with numbers. This is altogether a very controversial subject!



Observations at Grand Prix tournaments gave me further illumination, especially with regard to the question, whether and to what degree one can recognize system play, and how position play is practiced. It was apparent that often a run only ended when the player left a really difficult position for himself. Defense: Principally, all players look for it at all times, although possibly not so much during the initial phase of the game. Often, therefore, players have to solve difficult positions, and succeed with it at a clearly higher percentage than average players. Games usually are characterized by spurts or phases. One player is doing well, the other is not then again the other way around; with multiple switches in momentum. Towards the end both primarily try to avoid “selling out” at any price, and it may take quite a number of innings before the final point is made. These typical game patterns and their psychological consequences should be taken into account by all players, pros and amateurs alike, and acted upon, i.e. especially, not to capitulate too quickly. The main virtue is patience. And, to remain relaxed.



The book at hand is different from other publications in several ways. The contents are substantial in quantity. Accordingly, it is intended as a teaching tool and manual not only for beginners, but especially for advanced players. It is very well suited for training and as a reference work. Authors of sports books face a special problem: beginners are quite conscious of the difficulties, which they are expected to overcome in the course of their development; but, of course, they don’t write a book about it. The expert, on the other hand, has long forgotten what his problems were, or if, considering his talent for the sport, they even mattered. Additionally, the questions at the highest level are different to those players at lower levels of the sport. Therefore, advice should always take the level of the player into consideration. This applies, as an
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I nt r o d u c t i o n



example, especially for position play. The author has tried to explain with exact words, not only in the basic text of the general and special subjects, but also in the commentary of each pattern, what matters in particular, what special problems may arise, and what other considerations should be given under certain circumstances. Alternatives, as well as subjectively influenced decisions have not been neglected. My special concern was to communicate to the player - within limits - how and why certain things happen on a billiard table. Most clearly this can be seen in the discussion of systems. One could simply advocate the memorization of the suggested numbers. That would, in my opinion, not show superior results, because it leaves the player clueless with any change in conditions. I wanted to stimulate a deeper understanding, with a basic knowledge of the reactions of balls and cushions as a pre-condition. Some of the analyses presented in this book are very specialized. They are marked by italics or referenced to the appendix, and should only be studied in case the reader has problems with it ( or simply interest in it).



Pointers for the use of this book I recommend, that, for starters, and now and then during your progress in the book, you study the glossary. It explains billiard-specific terms and will help avoid difficulties with understanding the main section, and other misunderstandings. The drawn lines in the graphs were established on medium long tables (see glossary). On shorter, long, or extra long tables you need to change either the process or the ball positions. Since today’s tournament tables generally respond long to very long, one could have reasoned to use their response lines. In spite of that, I could not decide to do this for two reasons. Actual situation. Players in their learning and developmental phases for whom this book is primarily intended - often don’t have the chance to play regularly on long, modern tournament tables. Continuity of the literature. Almost all billiard books published to date show response lines of short to medium long tables, by today’s standards. The reader, trying to make comparisons, would therefore be very confused by extra long lines (which often arrive at the fourth rail more than a diamond different). The problems of long tables are discussed in great detail in a special chapter of Volume 2. In Volume 1 (this book) you can read about Holdup problems at the end of the first chapter (Shot Selection). For setting up the balls you can go by the diamonds. If you wanted to do it exactly, you would need further lines, which would make the graphs confusing or even, require a graph board as is used in Artistic Billiards. But absolute precision is not



necessary for discussions of the problems, and not even possible. Not only does every table react differently, every player has his own, quite individual stroke. What is a problem for one, is handled lefthanded by the next. What matters is that the uniqueness of the pattern at hand and the suggested solution is recognized and imitated. In many instances alternatives are presented. When they are not, it doesn’t mean that there are none. Often, a change of fractions of an inch in the position of a ball is enough, to turn a “Natural” into an impossible shot, and the other way around. Each suggested solution in the final analysis only presents a stimulus, and serves to illustrate certain problems. In a real game you may naturally prefer your favorite shots. As a left-handed player you should occasionally set up mirror images of the balls. Marking of the balls Generally, the yellow ball is designated as the first object ball (B 1), and shown gray in the graphs. That makes the red ball the second object ball (B 2), shown in black print. But this does not apply to each and every case, for instance in pattern variations. The cue ball is always shown without fill (white). The cue ball’s path is shown in solid lines, alternative solutions and the lines of B 1 in broken or dotted lines. I would like to especially address two problems, which have emerged from Internet correspondence. The first question concerns the fact that some players notice on their home tables partly very strong deviations of the cue ball’s lines from those shown in the book. Apart from individual stroke characteristics the reason can generally be found in the fact that the tables vary in their length of lines (see above). Most of the time it concerns the Holdup response angles, where one can find up to 1.5 diamonds difference on the subsequent rail (usually the end rail). This, one simply has to know, and be aware of. This is worst on newly covered tables, often requiring a total change of strategy (see chapter 1: “Shot Selection”). In view of the uniqueness of each table and other conditions (room temperature, etc.), some patterns can only be played successfully on shorter, others only on longer tables, because compensation via stroke, speed, English, or hit, are only possible within limits. The second problem goes somewhat like this: "Most of what you say and explain I can fully support, and some things only became really clear to me through it. But, in some points I am of quite different opinion, and don’t know, what to think about it. My answer to that: “No reason to panic. That is the most natural thing in the world. There are many reasons for it:" A. Genuine errors Print errors never can be totally avoided, and are more frequent than one would think. Luckily, I was



Introduction able to point out in Volume 2 what was a wrong numbers sequence in Volume 1 for corner Whipouts. Even today, whenever I peruse the books, I find small, thankfully harmless errors with both, texts and graphics. Errors in thought, calculation, or observation still raise their ugly heads. For instance, one can find in Hoppe’s and Ceuleman’s books, both authors I greatly respect, many an example that can be prooven wrong with pencil and ruler. Even Verworst is not free of minor irregularities. With regard to wrong observation, closer scrutiny of the Hoppe/Conti Rail-first system would quickly reveal, that actual arrival points at rail 3 mostly run shorter or longer than the formula indicates. And I could go on for pages. We also may want to recall a dictum by Lichtenberg: "If a book and a head bump into each other and make a hollow sound, it may not always be the book." With other words, the error may also be found with the reader, caused by misunderstanding or faulty stroke technique. B. Different equipment, individual stroke variations. On short or extra long tables the lines don’t match the usual standards, so that either modification are necessary, or the suggested pattern can’t even be made (see above). Similar applies to individual strokes. Some shots present great problems for one, but none at all for the next player. Certain positions result in a kiss-out for one, but not for the other - although neither stroke nor hit seems to indicate any cause for it. Naturally, some differences do exist, but are only evident in the results. The observer often can’t see the underlying causes, and even the player himself can’t feel it all properly. Add to this, that some players address the ball one way, but actually stroke another. It is, therefore, advisable for problem areas to examine how clean and effective one’s stroke really is before seriously doubting the questionable advice. C. Advice and opinions This is where disagreement is most frequent. Whenever someone gives instructions or advice, it only reflects the sum total of his own, very personal experiences. The reader possibly has had different experiences. So, first of all, it will depend on the author’s quality, to what extent one can and is willing to rely on him. Moreover, certain advice may be excellent for one player, yet the opposite may apply to the next. Some examples: A long follow-through is almost generally promoted as the standard stroke. But, in some situations, some players do better with an abbreviated final stroke. By the way, currently a more natural stroke finish is again being promoted, without any forced
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extension or stopping - mind you, this only applies to standard, problem-free strokes. For long Round Balls one can find two main variations: Consistent half full hits on B 1, and, if needed, some Holdup - or thin to very thin hits on B 1, and varying degrees of running English (as a matter of fact, both methods must be mastered, among other things, for kiss avoidance). Similar comments apply to Cross-Tables and Double Cross-Tables in the direction of the short rail, when the cue ball lies “between” B 1 and B 2: either, generally about a half-full hit with little or no running English - or a thinner hit with modified running English. With regard to the recommended stroke (speed, follow-through, penetration) one need not slave-like follow the author’s recommendation. The deciding question is, whether you can achieve the desired result with your current stroke. Relevant is, what desired physical condition your cue ball is in at the moment of contact with the object ball, and often there are many different ways to lead to it. It is interesting, for example, that even absolute top players occasionally use a certain excess speed, not because the solution requires it, nor for position considerations. No, they simply want to score the carom with the greatest certainty in such situations, when the usual reduced speed tends to be too sensitive (certain short angles, etc.). One could continue with such examples indefinitely, especially with suggestions for shot selection. Although there usually exists a prevailing opinion among top players, there are always dissenting views, just as in legal literature. In this connection, just examine pages 76 -78 on my website, about the use of systems. What conclusions can you draw from all that? If you don’t have a problem with an aspect under discussion, immediately pass it over (especially the chapter on psychology), “let sleeping dogs lie”. If you have genuine difficulties, you should first analyze your current situation, preferably with assistance of a third party: "What exactly am I doing?" Often one is not really clear in one’s mind, how one actually handles stroke and shot selection. It is often enough, to simply eliminate recognized errors and wrong decisions. If this doesn’t solve the problem, I would first listen to advice by world class players but where can I get that ? and what should I do, if those players have totally different opinions as well? – change my way accordingly – and stick to it for a few weeks, or, better still, months, without getting discouraged by temporary setbacks,
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Introduction



before possibly switching to an alternative method. Note: frequent change is deadly! On the other hand, don’t let the multitude of methods scare you: “Thats life!” The quest for the ideal stroke and style is an illusion – long live individuality. Advice can, and should differ according to playing level, learning ability, individual talent, etc. Everyone goes through phases in his development, during which it can even happen, that one goes back to a previously abandoned method. Your task: Find the personally optimal method for yourself, or at least the best compromise, and stay with it!



General Section



Shot Selection
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Criteria for the selection of the right pattern The first step in handling any position is the selection of the right solution, as well as the choice of its best variable.



1. Preface: The trouble with familiar patterns The first thing a beginner will do is look for an easy, familiar shot, preferably a “Natural” Around-theTable or Round Ball. As soon as he sees such, he stops all further considerations, only to blame bad luck for any kisses and/or self inflicted problem positions as a result of his shot. You should drop this attitude altogether. Around the Tables and Round Balls are only easier because they are played more often. Purely theoretically it makes no difference whether a ball comes out of a corner with running English or as a Backup (with reverse English). A long “Up and Down” is no more difficult than a Five Railer “Twice-Around”, but has usually better odds and less chance of a kiss-out. Let us recap: Any reasonably comfortable shot without technical difficulties is equally valid, regardless of length or complexity of the taken path, however unusual assuming a fair knowledge of the game and diligent practice on your part. Above all you should expand your repertoire during practice, and use common sense in competition. In the past, positions used to be divided into many categories of difficulty: natural, easily playable, less playable, technically difficult, barely playable, hardly ever playable. Missing a Natural was dramatic, missing a less playable shot was excusable. Nowadays you should only distinguish between 2 kinds of shots: playable, and hardly playable. Since an overwhelming number of shots belong in the “playable” category, it is psychologically less burdensome to miss an easy shot, considering that one will score with many others, which we previously would have considered too hard and not have seriously tried to make. With this attitude you will make a greater effort to actually solve unfamiliar or “difficult” positions, rather than make a cursory attempt to bring the cue ball into the approximate vicinity of ball 2. By the way, precision is essential for every shot, and there is almost no task that is totally simple, with the possible exception of a standard “Ticky”.



2. Preface: Position Play. If you are a raw beginner, or would have to consider yourself lucky to even make the shot, you should forget about this.



If, on the other hand, you are facing a simple shot you are sure to make, you should definitely consider whether through minor modification of stroke, hit, or English you may achieve a better position for continuation. Between several equally good shots select the one with the best continuation. Whatever you consider an easy task will naturally depend on your playing level. For the beginner, “Short Angle” and “Around the Table” shots may be the limit. For star players most patterns are somehow solvable. In general, the game at this level has become distinctly more aggressive, with the thought not merely about the point at hand, but about a (possibly long) run. However, in continuation of this train of thought, one must not go overboard, considering that although the next point may be made, it may well result in an unplayable position. You should rather think about the risk of running into a self-inflicted “Safety”.



3. Preface: Defense When facing a hardly solvable position, defense must be your priority. But even then you should make a genuine effort to actually score on ball 2, otherwise that will happen as good as never. In extreme cases the best strategy may be to forsake the point by making a formal effort, while concentrating solely on defense. Facing several equally bad options, one obviously selects the one with good defense. In case of various different odds the decision is difficult. More about this in section ® Attack and Defense (Volume 2).



Selection criteria for medium difficult to difficult tasks: 1. Advantageous approach angle to ball 2 is of paramount importance. Whenever B 2 lies 1 to 1.5 ball widths from a rail or in a corner, it presents a target the size of a football. B 2 also has a particularly good position, when the cue ball can approach it somewhat parallel to a cushion. A few examples of this below. Even in cases of B 2 frozen to a rail the scoring odds can be improved if you manage an as flat as possible approach angle of the cue ball to that rail. 2. Is the intended solution readily playable? a) A kiss-out is not threatening or is easily avoided. This needs to be mentioned first, since it is forgotten with amazing regularity. b) Uncomfortable body position If you are short and have to stretch on your stom-
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Shot Selection



ach on the table, you better look for a different shot (unless you are looking at a Natural). Definitely learn to shoot left handed and also to use the artificial bridge. c) The distance of the cue ball to B 1 should not be too big, provided the rest of the shot pattern makes reasonable sense. d) The cue ball and/or B 1 are not frozen to a rail In case of doubt you should play the closer ball, or the one that is not on the rail.



3. Avoid so-called “sensitive” shots. a) Practical hit on B 1 A half-ball hit is easiest (from a good 3/8 to barely 5/8). It is the most forgiving. A very thin, or a pretty full hit on B 2 becomes a real problem when the cue ball is close to, or frozen to a rail, or the distance to B 2 is too long. b) Advantageous angle – normal running English This is at hand when the planned run of the cue ball can be left to its natural roll, without any need for “bending” it short or long. Rail responses to reverse English often present problems! More on the subject at the end of this chapter! c) Point of arrival at the rail should, if possible, not be in a particularly sensitive area. See chapter ® Sensitive Shots (Volume 2) d) Natural stroke presents the least risk of choking. Think doubly about power draws off a far distant B 1 – especially as cross-tables. 4. Multiple chances A “big” B 2 naturally offers several chances to score. But we are talking about the odds of a cue ball returning over quite some distance, and possibly another one or two corners after missing B 2, or else catching the wrong rail, and in either case giving you a second chance to score. More on the subject in chapter ® Multiple Chances (Volume 2). 5. Personal favorite shots There always will be an individual side to the game. If someone has a knack for a particular kind of shot he may of course favor it. On the other hand: by persistently overlooking or ignoring other possibilities of objectively seen better shots he may forsake chances for position play, and a possible continuing run. In some cases he eventually won’t be able to avoid playing other shots, and find out that he



can’t handle them. 6. The option of playing the "short" solution (short run of ball), which can be technically difficult, or sensitive – or a more regularly stroked, longer running ball, but which, due to unfavorable angles, shows less promise of a precise arrival at the final rail and B 2. If the chance to score (the “hole” around B 2) is equally bad in both cases, you are better off choosing the short shot - unless this would put too high a demand on your technical abilities. That is the only way to “get a handle” on these critical shots - which are mostly small “Rail-first” shots, “Rail Reversals”, compressed “Short Angles”, “Draw-Cross-Tables”, etc. - while the long shot will always remain somewhat uncertain in its result. There is a psychological background to this. If you miss the long shot, you feel you have an excuse: “That can happen on this shot”. With the short solution it is clearly you who missed. But you should not shirk the responsibility. 7. What should not influence the decision: Length of scoring path, unusual pattern, reverse returns, etc. 8. How does one reconcile all the criteria? Highest priority goes to playability (2.), again stressing the risk of kiss-outs. Right after it comes the more or less favorable approach angle, possibly rivaled by playability: In case of a real good approach to B 2 one can assign less importance to playability. The remaining points can be considered in roughly the order of listing. In conclusion I cannot deny that there are players and writers who recommend defense for every shot. 9. When should these considerations be made? Preferably during practice! Over time you will acquire a repertoire of standard positions, which then can be called on in competition. 9. If you simply can’t think of any reasonable shot, check in order: short or long, as well as atypical Rail-first shots – long extensions, often with Backup – methods of extreme lengthening or shortening – Follows – extreme Draws – Curved shots – Massé shots – Bump shots – Artistic shots. etc.



Examples



Shot Selection
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Favorable approach



This “Up and Down” gives you a B 2 the size of a football. A 5-railer “Around the Table” on the other hand takes much more precision, just like a Cross-Table. Take note: Knowing that you may have two or more ways to score encourages a more confident stroke, and consequently more secure scoring.



On any shot off the red ball the rail interferes with proper cueing, while shooting off the yellow is less hampered. Plus, the red as B 2 is a “big ball”. Even better would be a right-English shot, if the yellow were lying closer to the end rail: long Round Ball off the yellow, with Holdup finish from the left Side rail. Is B 2 a “Big Ball”?



Playability



Consider which shot



would give you better scoring odds.



out of the corner, you should always aim at the side of the ball which gives you a second chance if you pass it.



It is obviously the pattern with solid lines! Principle: Approach to B 2 in a shallow angle is of advantage. It gives you multiple scoring odds. If B 2 lies as a Two-Way



It is a capital offense to miss B 2 on the wrong side. In our example you also need to use slow speed, to prevent too sharp a Backup. As an advanced player



E



you should also choose unusual shots, if they present good scoring odds and/or a promise for good continuation. The "Cross Table" on the left is a sure thing, with a thin hit and slight right English, if you meet the long rail just before the corner, and gives you a natural "Around the Table" to continue. The obvious temptation to play the Round Ball off the left side of the yellow gives you single scoring odds, and carries the risk of a kiss. On the right the "Up and Down" end rail shot is preferable for similar reasons, rather than the Double End Railer (right side of Yellow-S-L-S-L) or the long 5-Railer (off the right side of the yellow, with risk of a kiss!) or the Cross-Table.



Shot Selection
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A backup is preferable under such circumstances, when the angle of deflection off B 1 presents no problem and the exact aim point on the first rail can readily be met.



“Around the Table” off the Red looks like the familiar shot. Yet the long end-rail shot off the Yellow deserves consideration for two reasons: B 2 is closer, and there is no hole to slip through at B 2.



? !



Because of the sensitive angles, the seemingly simpler “Natural” (broken line) can actually be more difficult. The position offers two Around the Table shots, but the Five-Railer can be played more precisely.



The Holdup shot over 3 rails (broken line) may be more intuitive, but needs to catch the short rail just before the red ball.



Should you try for a thin hit on B 1, risking to slip through the hole (A) at the end? Yes, you should! Most of the time one underestimates the wide bounce off even quite a thin hit. Furthermore, an extremely thin hit will give you a second chance as a Five-Railer, while you would instantly suffer a kiss-out if you hit B 1 just a hair too full.



A



The short ball over 3 or 4 rails (solid line) has better scoring odds. If you are comfortable with the reverse-English angles of cross-table shots you should have no problem with the recommended “shorter” solution.



x



!



?



Shooting off the Red is hardly worth considering, and the Round Balls off the Yellow are rather sensitive. The Plus Shots right or left off the yellow are simpler short over three cushions, or extended over four. At that the extended 4-Railer is rather sensitive to slight variations of speed, English, and stroke on the return off the bottom short rail. The path of the 3-cushion Plusshot is more stable, and also results in better defense, since B 1 is returned back up to the far end rail (broken line).



E



The better approach angle to the Yellow as B 2 makes it a “big ball”, which is why you should play the shot off the Red.
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